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A private equity transaction

The exact same mechanism is used to purchase shopping malls (real estate),
airports (infrastructure), corporations (LBOs/PE), forests …
Featuring Alice (GP), Hatters (LPs), House (Portfolio company), Bank (Lender to
the portfolio company), “Value Add” (Operating partners, consultants…)
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Example of corporations that have been (are)
managed by PE firms

Alignment of interests

• Alice controls the board of the House/Company (she appointed CEO etc.)
• Alice and Hatter certainly both want the house to be worth as much as possible
BUT
• Alice might be tempted to, e.g., use a private jet and stay in a fancy hotel when
inspecting the house improvement operations and pay for this using the rental
income. She could also hire herself for consulting services. She could give money
(kick-backs) to any consultant advising LPs to invest with her …
• This is unregulated. It is down to Alice’s goodwill. If LPs do not have full information
(or cannot process it), they do not know what she takes.
• NB: since 2012 the SEC is bringing some discipline… (will it last? be effective?...)
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Who cares?
Should LPs know how she behaves?
Only LPs, or also the pensioners (it’s their money)? What about the taxpayer (might
be its money soon if the pension fund is underfunded)?

Typical argument: It is all about net returns
If Alice has delivered good returns in the past, there is no need to know the recipe

Counter argument
Potential fairness / ethics / societal concerns
Future may differ from the past: what if Alice behaves as in the past but does not
perform well anymore? What if expected returns are generally lower?
Is it that clear that Alice has delivered good returns?
How to measure returns when Alice holds on to losers and values them herself?
How to measure risk?, i.e. what is the relevant benchmark?
Everyone wants to dress the numbers up to avoid embarrassment / loss of business:
consultants, PE team at pension fund, CIO/CEO pension fund, trustees…
Note that consultants would earn a lot less if they advised low-cost solutions, and PE/HF
are putting together nice conferences and annual investor meetings in 5* hotels …
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Everyone happy with this?

This is how ALL pension funds, and other asset owners report fees. Total
is usually about 1% to 1.5% of NAV
What is missing?
Carried interest: realized and unrealized (about 2-3% p.a.)
Fees charged to the asset (about 2-3% p.a.; see next slides)
Fund expenses, Company expenses (no clue)
Other related party transactions (at non arm’s length prices), fee waivers...
Exact co-investment arrangement
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‘Portfolio company fees’ are shown in red below
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Cash

Pension Funds, Sovereign
Wealth Funds, Endowments

See Private Equity Portfolio Company Fees, by Phalippou, Rauch,
and Umber, in Journal of Financial Economics, 2018
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Example of a transaction

Deal conducted by Apollo and TPG

Announced Sept 2006, Effective Jan 2008
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Debt: $22 billion; TEV: $31 billion
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What are these transaction and other fees for?

Translation: I may do some work from time to time
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What are these transaction and other fees for?

Translation: I may do some work from time to time

Translation: I’ll decide how much I’ll work
Potential translation: I won’t do anything
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What are these transaction and other fees for?

Translation: Yay, I get $200 million
(on top of what it costs to acquire the company?)
Note: GP already receives between 2% and 4% of the equity invested per
year from those providing investment capital?
Potential translation: Wow, a $200 million showing-up fee
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What are these transaction and other fees for?

Translation:
I’ll get at least $30 million a year irrespective of how much I decide to work
Potential translation: Yay, at least $30 million extra per year
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What are these transaction and other fees for?

Translation: If I do decide to do something, I’ll charge extra
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What are these transaction and other fees for?

Translation: I can stop charging when I want but if I do
I get all the money I was supposed to receive from that point up until 2018
Potential translation: I stop doing nothing when I feel like it
and I get paid for all this work I would not have done
“This isn’t like paying a termination fee to your cell phone provider because you
don’t want to fulfil the term of your two-year agreement. It’s like your cell phone
provider terminating your service after six months, and then demanding the next
18 months of payment anyway.” [Dan Primark, Fortune]
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Take-away on portfolio company fees
• This company ended up bankrupt and a total of $300 million has been taken out of
its cash till by the GPs
• Same thing for Toy’s R’Us ($500 million), Energy Future ($600 million)…
• For a long time, those who knew kept that secret (most LPs were happily ignorant)
• Because of people researching this topic, spreading it in the press …, i.e. pushing
transparency,… the industry had to back up a bit
• GPs now often refund most of these fees to the LPs, and responded by saying ‘Ah,
yes, these were not very nice practices, but we’ve moved on now’
• Can you still trust these fund managers? There are many other ways for them to
help themselves… are we satisfied with transparency achieved so far or do we
want more?
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Why tranparency can bring a lot more
Besides ethical considerations, the sure-draining triggered by asymetric fees (see
extra slide),...
If the actual figures are on the table in terms of fees and returns then investors
would have more bargaining power and would not accept that:
Fund managers take 6-7% p.a., leaving them with returns that are close to those of public
equity
Most fees are discretionary and unrelated to performance
Performance-related fees work only in one direction
Fees charged rely on the goodwill of fund managers, especially in bad times
Etc.

Currently, investors try their best to hide all this. Some close their eyes, and some
are increasingly investing in private markets all by themselves to avoid all of the
above (and because it’s a lot more exciting than investing in funds)
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Extra slides
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The tyranny of asymmetric fee structures
So far most funds obtained an IRR > 8%, hence nearly all
earned a carry, which is expensive but at least returns have
been above 8%
If PE returns are lower going forward, then might end up in the
following situation:
Allocate $10b to winner funds that return $15b after fees, pay $1b of
carried interest to them
Allocate $10b to loser funds that return $5b after fees, no carry paid.
Total: Paid $20b, received $20b, some fund managers received $1b!
By construction if you invest long enough with managers that charge
an asymmetric fee, all the money is eventually transferred from
pension funds to fund managers
Might be why HF and PE are sometimes called: a compensation
package dressed up as an asset class
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Everyone happy with this?

All performance figures cited are Internal Rate of Returns.
These are NOT rates of returns!
But generates very impressive numbers!
Who has an incentive to do these computations correctly?
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Performance of PE funds – Done properly

Performance is similar to that of similar listed equity
Most optimistic views would select a major stock benchmark that has low
returns (e.g. MSCI world, used to be Russell and S&P 500) – in this case,
return is 3-4% above that stock-market index
Other PE: Bad (Real Estate), Unclear (VC), Good but depends on
benchmark (Credit, Infrastructure)
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